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Abstract

The main objective of the study was to assess performance appraisal practice and challenges in the case of North Addis Ababa District city branch. The study has used questionnaires and structured interview discussion to collect data from employers and manager employees. Simple random samplings were used to collect primary information and accordingly descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data gathered. The criteria used to measure performance of employees are objective. But, there are some criteria which don’t have direct relation with the actual work and natural traits which are difficult to alter and are beyond control of the employee. There also are criteria which are vague to understand. It was also observed that the major challenges of Performance evaluation at CBE are lack of rater ability to evaluate employee performance, rater bias in evaluating performance, lack of communicating performance standards and expectations to the employees, no link between some evaluation criteria and employee job, absence of employee participation in setting performance evaluation criteria and lack of focus and carelessness by some branch managers. It was recommended that Performance evaluation criteria should be revised in participation of the employees for they are the actual persons who do the job and evaluated. In order to acquaint employees who do not know why performance evaluation is conducted the Bank’s management should create awareness on purpose of performance appraisal. The Bank’s HR directorate should follow up those raters who are not having file and encourage those using it now. The Bank’s management should give training to supervisors and managers who are responsible for conducting performance evaluation.

Keywords: Rater, Performance appraisal, Criteria, CBE, Practice
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background of the Study

Performance management is one of the cornerstones of human resource management practice in organizations. No matter where you work, how big or small your organization or how simple or complex the business model, effective performance management is a key requirement regardless of the number of employees what you have (Mathis & Jackson, 2005). According to this definition, the basic thing for human resource management, which helps the organization to be successful in its objective, is performance management.

There are several important HRM practices that should support the organization’s business strategy: analyzing work and designing jobs, determining how many employees with specific knowledge and skills are needed, attracting potential employees, choosing employees, teaching employees how to perform their jobs and preparing them for the future, evaluating their performance, rewarding employees, and creating a positive work environment. An organization performs best when all of these practices are well managed. All companies should be innovative, have greater productivity, and develop a more favorable reputation in the community (Neo, Mondy, & Premeaux, 2011).

According to (Armstrong M., 2009) performance appraisal is defined as a formal, structured system of measuring, evaluating job related behaviors and outcomes and to identify best alternative for future performance that will benefit employees, organization and society at a large. Performance Appraisals is the assessment of individual’s performance in a systematic way. It is a developmental tool used for the overall development of the employee and the organization. Performance is measured against job knowledge, quality and quantity of output, initiative, leadership abilities, supervision, dependability, co-operation, judgment, versatility and health (Decenzo & Robbins, 1999).

Performance management is continuous process of identifying, measuring, and developing the performance of individuals and teams and aligning it with the strategic goals of the organization. The process starts from prerequisite, knowledge of the organization’s mission and strategic goals and knowledge about the job (through job analysis) followed by performance planning, Defining goal for employees to have a thorough knowledge about performance management system. The next thing is to evaluate the performance and behavior of the employee whether he is doing and practicing as required or not as well as he is striving to achieve the development needs of the organization. The
responsibility of evaluating the desired performance and behavior is achieved and practiced or not is evaluated by the employee and the manager jointly. Before final agreement is reached about performance evaluation there is detail discussion and repetitive meeting between the employee and the manager; this meeting and discussion is usually called appraisal meeting or discussion (Decenzo & Robbins, 1999).

Commercial Bank of Ethiopia is the leading and Pioneer bank to introduce modern banking to the country which was established in 1942. Since its establishment it has made a lot of developments and currently it has more than 1140 branches stretched across the country. It is the leading African bank with an asset of 384.6 billion Birr as of June 30th 2016. CBE plays a significant role in the economic progress & development of the country. It is the first bank in Ethiopia to introduce ATM service for local users and currently it has more than 11 million account holders. CBE has strong correspondent relationship with more than 50 renowned foreign banks like: Royal Bank of Canada, City Bank, HSBC Bank, and it has a SWIFT bilateral arrangement with more than 700 others banks across the world. CBE combines a wide capital base with more than 28,000 talented and committed employees. CBE is the Pioneer to introduce Western Union Money Transfer Services in Ethiopia early 1990s and currently working with other 20 money transfer agents like Money Gram, Atlantic International (Bole), Xpress Money, Western Union, Dahabshin and others. It has opened four branches in South Sudan and has been in the business since June 2009. CBE has reliable and long-standing relationships with many internationally acclaimed banks throughout the world (CBE, 2014).

To become a world-class commercial bank by the year 2025 (The vision), And its Mission is: "Being committed to best realize stakeholders' needs through enhanced financial intermediation globally and supporting national development priorities, by deploying highly motivated, skilled and disciplined employees as well as state-of-the-art technology. We strongly believe that winning the public confidence is the basis of our success (CBE, 2014/15). Commercial bank of Ethiopia (CBE), which is striving to become a world class bank, is rendering state-of-the-art and reliable services to its millions of customers. The bank is implementing different strategies to improve its organizational efficiency in order to deliver quality service. And, it is striving to outstanding market competition. Aiming to improve organizational performance, it has been adopting different business strategies. The strategies of the bank focus on the interest of public it serves. In order to improve its service delivery and meet its vision, it is therefore needed to enhance the human power capacity. As a result it has been integrating its strategic objectives with employees’ objectives by implementing performance management system which is intended to deliver 3 successful results in an
organizations by improving the performance and developing the capabilities of teams and individual employees.

Commercial bank of Ethiopia is learning from successful experience of international large banks, and establishing a comprehensive performance management system which helps the bank to improve service delivering process and achieving its strategic objectives (Annual report 2014/2015). As a result, the process of measuring and managing organizational and employee performance is currently seen as critical to the development and success of the bank.

1.2. Statement of the Problem

In today’s dynamic and competitive business environment improving organizational productivity has become one of the overriding priorities of all organizations. Organizational performance is cumulative result of the performance of all employees in the organization. This being the truth, employee performance has to be properly appraised and coached to ensure that it is contributing toward achieving organizational goals.

However, as one staff of Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, The researcher observed that performance appraisal is not given the proper attention and exercised as a usual practice. Rather it is being used as a tool of motivation for making various administrative and developmental decisions. Moreover, the Bank does not have a formal practice of giving performance feedback to their employees on a timely basis and do not encourage their managers to engage in appraisal discussions, which help to make employee performance related problems explicit thereby enhancing organizational productivity by motivating employees to improve their performance.

Generally, it can be concluded that the effective utilization of performance appraisal system has been constrained by performance non-related appraisal instruments (forms), lack of proper rater training, personal bias and poor understanding of employees about performance appraisal (Solomon M, 2016) All these challenges hinder in achieving the intended organizational objectives and in meeting their future carriers. The issues related with the above described challenges will result in high employee turnover and low performance in which its cumulative effect will be low customer satisfaction. As a whole it can be assumed that good performance appraisal system practice has positive impact on the better performance of an organization.

A study conducted by Tsega (2018) attempted to assess performance appraisal practices and challenges in in Public sector in Adigrat town. Focused on the real fact about performance appraisal in public sector the findings of the study show that the absence of frequent appraisal practices, employees failed to assume responsibility due to little or no feedback and employee satisfaction
directly affected customers. Organizational performance is the synergic sum total of the performance of employee in the organization. This being the fact employee’s performance has to be closely planned, coached and appraised to ensure it is in line with the interest of the organization. however, it seems that performance appraisals is not give accurate attention by most organization and is exercised like a normal process rather than as a tool of motivation on the basis of this several of administrative an developmental decision are taken.

Simotwo (2018) conducted the effect of performance appraisal system on employee’s performance of national service in Kenya. The result of his study indicated that appraisal techniques used in the police Service are not effective and that they exist just as a matter of formalities, the Police Service cannot measure employees’ performance hence making it difficult to achieve the intended Human Resource Management objectives even if the study therefore recommends that appraisal system should be able to guide the Police Service in identifying employees training needs, their execution and evaluation on whether they achieve their intended objectives and used to evaluate the employees which are ready for promotion and other motivational rewards.

Though, CBE conducts performance appraisal periodically, preliminary interview conducted with some selected employees of the Bank indicated that they are not happy with it by complaining that promotion is not based on performance appraisal result. Rather, it is experience of employees. In addition to this performance appraisal applied only to those employee who had experience more than three years and above the rest employee who had less experience had no opportunity to promote. If these problems continue for longer period without being solved, dissatisfaction will spread among the employees and their motivation toward hard working will stagger. This, in turn, will definitely slow down the bank’s effort of achieving its intended goal.

Several researchers were conduct employees performance appraisal system in the bank sectors and the result of performance appraisal used for employees promotion. But in CBE the employees performance appraisal result did not used for promotion. This study is trying to fill the research gap by providing a detailed analysis performance appraisal practices and challenges in CBE.

1.3. Research Questions

The following are the research questions to be answered by the study:

1. What is the nature of performance appraisal practice in the study area?
2. What is the perception of employees concerning performance appraisal practices within their branch?
3. What are the criteria used to conduct performance appraisal in CBE?
4. What are the challenges associated with the performance appraisal system in the study area?
1.4. Objective of the Study

1.4.1 General Objective

The general objective of the study was to assess performance appraisal practice and its challenges in the case of Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, North Addis Ababa District City Branch Area.

1.4.2 Specific Objectives

1. To assess the nature of performance appraisal practices in the study area.
2. To assess employees’ perception towards the existing Performance Appraisal practice.
3. To assess the criteria used to appraise employee performance in the study area.
4. To analyze the challenges facing performance Appraisal practice in the study area.

1.5. Significance of the Study

The study is conducted to assess practices and challenges of performance appraisal system in the case of Commercial Bank of Ethiopia North Addis Ababa District City Branch Area. The findings of this study: -

- Will serve as a stepping stone for those who want to make further study on this topic;
- Help students in the field and practitioners as a reference material to get deep insight with regard to theory and practices of performance appraisal
- Help to identify gaps in performance appraisal practice in the case of commercial Bank of Ethiopia North Addis Ababa District City Branch Area and to suggest mechanisms to improve it. to identify and know gaps in practicing performance appraisal within the bank and helps to make the necessary adjustment and
- Help employees of the Bank to know about the purpose of performance appraisal practice and also how they are being evaluated by the organization help employees of the bank to know about the purposes of performance appraisal practice and how they are evaluated.

1.6. Scope of the Study

Content wise, the study focuses on the assessment of performance appraisal practice and its challenges only in elected branches from in North Addis Ababa. In terms of geographic area, the study is limited to Addis Ababa City; within Commercial Bank of Ethiopia North Addis Ababa District City Branch Area.
1.7. Definition of key operational terms

In this part the researcher has listed definition of terms from theoretical perspective and practical definition of terms given by the researcher.

- Human Resource Management (HRM): It is utilization of human resources to achieve Organizational objectives. Human resource management (HRM) is a subset of the study of management that focuses on how to attract, hire, train, motivate, and maintain employees (Mandy et al, 1999).

- Performance Appraisal (PA) - is a method of evaluating the behavior of employees in the work spot, normally including both quantitative and qualitative aspects of job-performance (Rao & Rao, 2004).

- Performance Management (PM) - is a continuous process of identifying, measuring, and developing the performance of individuals and teams and aligning performance with the strategic goals of the organization (Smither W.James, 2009).

1.8. Organization of the study

This study is organized in five chapters. Chapter one deals with introduction including background of the study, statement of the problem, research question, objective of the study, significance of the study, scope of the study and definition of operational terms. Chapter two reviews related literature including theoretical and empirical literature. Chapter three discusses research methodology including research approach, research design, sample size and sampling technique, research respondents data collection instruments and methods of data analysis. Chapter four includes data presentation, data analysis and interpretation. Chapter five discusses summary, conclusion and recommendation based on the findings of the study.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter deals with the basic concepts and issues that were discussed by different authors on the research topic. Issues discussed in this chapter include overview, purposes, methods and benefits of performance appraisal, responsible body to conduct performance appraisal, what is to be appraised, time to conduct performance appraisal, challenges/problems of performance appraisal, guidelines for a successful performance appraisal system, employee participation in performance appraisal system and post appraisal feedback interview. At the end, the chapter presents conceptual framework based on prior studies.

2.1 Theoretical Literature

2.1.1 Overview of Performance Appraisal

Performance is the accomplishment of a given task measured against preset known standards of accuracy, completeness, cost, and speed. In a contract, performance is deemed to be the fulfillment of an obligation, in a manner that releases the performer from all liabilities under the contract. It also reflects how well an employee is fulfilling the requirements of a certain job. Therefore, how well is the job performed by employees of an organization is a success or failure factor for the organization itself. (Le.sile, 2007).

Performance appraisal is a formal program in which employees are told the employer's expectations for their performance and rated on how well they have met those expectations. Performance appraisal is used to support HR decisions, including promotions, terminations, training, and merit pay increases.

“Performance appraisal” has been synonymous with performance review, performance evaluation, and other terms and combinations of terms. PA has, over time, referred to 1) an instrument or form to assess an employee's job performance, 2) an interview where an employee's job performance is assessed and feedback is given to the employee, 3) a system of setting employee job expectations/employee actual job performance/assessing that performance/feedback to the employee on the performance assessment and how to improve it in the future/setting new goals and expectations for another period, or 4) performance management with job performance appraisal a part of it (Dessler, 2010).
According to Palaiologos, Papazekos, & Panayotoulou (2011) performance appraisal is the process of obtaining, analyzing and recording information about the relative worth of an employee. The focus of the performance appraisal is measuring and improving the actual performance of the employee and also the future potential of the employee. Performance appraisal and evaluation is identified as the identification, Measurement and management of human performance in organizations and provides individuals with useful feedback and coaches them to higher levels of performance.

Performance appraisals are important part of organizational life because they can serve a number of functions/purposes, including solving performance problems, setting goals, administering rewards and discipline, and dismissal (Dickinson and Ilgen, 1993). He further asserts that, therefore, the performance appraisal system should:

- Be correlated with the organizational mission, philosophies and value system;
- Cover assessment of performance as well as potential for development;
- Take care of organizational as well as individual needs; and help in creating a clean environment
- linking rewards with achievements,
- Generating information for the growth of the employee as well as of the organization and
- Suggesting appropriate person-task matching and career plans.

Toppo & Prusty (2012) in their study entitled “From Performance Appraisal to performance Management” while discussing emergence of performance evaluation stated that formal appraisal of employee’s performance is believed to have been started for the first time during the First World War, when at the instance of Walter Dill Scat, the US Army: adopted the “Man-to-man” rating system for evaluating military personnel. This early employee’s appraisal system was called “merit rating”. From the army this concept entered the business field and was restricted to hourly-paid workers. During 1920s, relational wage structures for hourly-paid workers were adopted in industrial units and each worker was used to be rated in comparison to others for determining wage rates.

In the 1940s, behavioral methods were developed using a motivational approach. These include behavioral anchored rating scales (BARS), behavioral observation scales (BOS), behavioral evaluation scales (BES), critical incident, and job simulation. All these judgments were used to determine the specific levels of performance criteria to specific issues such as customer service and rated in factors like that of “excellent”, “average”, “need “poor”. Post-1945 developed into the results-
oriented approaches and led to the development of management by objectives (MBO) (Prowse & Prowse, 2009).

In the 1960s, the development of self-appraisal by discussion led to specific time and opportunity for appraisers to evaluate their performance reflectively in the discussion and the interview developed into a conversation on a range of topics the appraise needed to discuss in the interview.

In the 1990s, 360-degree appraisal developed, where information was sought from a wider range of sources and the feedback was no longer dependent on the manager-subordinate power relationship but included groups appraising the performance of line managers and peer feedback from peer groups on individual performance (Redman and Snape, 1992). So, since 1940s, the philosophy of performance appraisal has undergone tremendous changes. The common terms used include merit rating, behavioral assessment, employee evaluation, personnel review, staff assessment, progress report and performance appraisal. However, the most widely used term is performance appraisal (Danielle & Buckley, 2005).

2.1.2 When to Conduct Performance Appraisal?

Any activity in an organization has its time of execution. So does have performance evaluation. Organizations have their own time to conduct PA depending on their own philosophy of time period (Mullins 1996:501). With the majority of schemes, staffs receive an annual appraisal and for many organizations this may be sufficient. More frequent appraisals may be appropriate for new members of staff, those recently promoted or appointed to a new position or for those whose past performance has not been up to the required standard. Mathis and Jackson (1997) further explained the importance of formal and systematic performance appraisal as follows.

First, an informal appraisal is conducted whenever the supervisor feels it is necessary. The day-to-day working relationships between a manager and an employee performance have to be judged. This judgment is communicated through conversation on the job or over coffee or by an on-the-sport examination of a particular piece of work. Informal appraisal is especially appropriate when time is an issue. The longer feedback is delayed the less likely motivating behavior change. Frequent information feedback of employee can also avoid surprises (and therefore problems) later when the formal evaluation is communicated.

Second, a systematic appraisal is used when the contact between manager and employee is formalized and a system is established to report managerial impressions and observations on
employee performance. Although informal appraisal is useful, it should not take the place of formal appraisal. When a formalized or systematic appraisal is used, the interface between the HR unit and the appraising manager becomes more important. Therefore, systematic appraisals typically are conducted once or twice a year. Appraisals most often are conducted once a year, usually near the employee’s anniversary date. For new employees, an appraisal at 90 days after employment, at six months, and annually is common timing. This regular time interval is a feature of formal appraisals and distinguishes them from informal appraisals. Both employees and managers are aware that performance will be reviewed on a regular basis, and they can plan for performance discussions. In addition, informal appraisals should be conducted whenever a manager feels they are desirable (Mathis and Jackson, 1997).

Obisi (2011) asserted that for most people, objectives cannot be accomplished by a performance appraisal given only once a year. Therefore, it is recommended that reviews be conducted three to four times a year for most employees. It is also not in the interest of the organization for performance appraisal to be conducted once in a year because it would be difficult for the appraiser to know what happened throughout the year and be able to remember them.

Moreover, Bolice & Kleiner (1997) argued that employee reviews should be performed on a frequent and ongoing basis. The actual time period may vary in different organizations and with different aims but a typical frequency would be bi-monthly or quarterly. They further strengthened their argument by stating added value of conducting performance evaluation frequently. The two situations that are eliminated by conducting reviews frequently are:

1. Selective memory by the supervisor or the employee; and
2. Surprises at an annual review.

People generally tend to remember what happened within the last month or high profile situations (good or bad). Frequent reviews help eliminate the effects of this, generally unconscious, selective memory.

2.1.3 Employee Participation in the Appraisal System

Rasheed, Aslam, Yousaf, & Noor (2011) asserted their views about the participation of employees in appraisal systems. They said that through participation, employees are given an opportunity to raise their voice. They further added that biasness reduces and trust on the supervisors develops when performance standards and criteria for evaluation are set with the help of employee in a joint session between employee and supervisor. Decreased employee participation increases appraisal related tension and appraiser- appraise conflicts. Comprehensive and effective participation within the
performance appraisal consists of joint rater-rate development of: 1) performance standards, 2) the rating form, 3) employee self-appraisal, and 4) rate participation in the interview (Roberts G, 2003).

2.1.3.1. Performance Standard Participation
Clear and specific standards of performance are major elements of a valid and reliable performance appraisal system. The key is to develop standards that measure the essential job duties and responsibilities utilizing a balance of process, outcome, and individual and group-based performance standards. The development of reliable, valid, fair and useful performance standards is enhanced by employee participation, as workers possess requisite unique and essential information necessary for developing realistic standards (Roberts, 2003).

2.1.3.1. Rating form participation
Employee participation in developing the rating form and appraisal procedures is the logical extension of the development of performance standards. The rating form summarizes the formal operational definition of what the organization considers worthy of formal appraisal. As such, it is important to gather employee input on the aspects of performance formally appraised as well as the measurement scales provided (Roberts G, 1996).

2.2 Post Appraisal Feedback Interview
Feedback is an important part of the PAS. According to Longenecker (1997) the rates should be given feedback on their competence and overall progress within the organization. The feedback should be specific and timely and be against the predetermined performance expectations. It's within the employees’ rights to know how they are progressing in performing the assigned tasks and to receive feedback. The feedback should be provided on a continuous basis – daily, weekly or monthly reviews (Lee, 2005). One of the ways of delivering feedback is conducting appraisal interview with the rate.

According to Beer (1997), there are three types of appraisal interviews each with distinct specific objectives. The differences are important in determining the skills required by the supervisor and the outcomes for employee motivations and supervisor-subordinate relationships. The three methods are termed as: tell-and-sell, tell-and-listen, and problem solving.

I. Tell and sell method: The aim of this method is to communicate evaluations to employees as accurately as possible. The fairness of the evaluation is assumed and the manager seeks (1) to let the subordinate know how they are doing, (2) to gain their acceptance of the evaluation,
and (3) to get them to follow the mangers plan for improvement. In the interview, supervisors are in complete control; they do most of the talking. They attempt to influence and persuade subordinates that their observation and recommendations are valid. Clearly, this method leads to defensiveness, lack of trust, lack of open communication and exchange of invalid information and it can hurt supervisor-subordinates relations.

II. **Tell and listen method:** The purpose of this interview method is to communicate the evaluation to the subordinate and then let him /her respond to it. This method is apt to result in better understanding between supervisor and subordinate than the -tell and sell method (Beer 1997).

III. **Problem solving method:** In this approach the subordinate is asked to look at his/her job critically and constructively, to assess its problem and difficulties, to determine what actions and resources are needed to improve work performance. The manager’s role is to help the subordinate carry out this critical analysis and evaluate the proposed solutions which the two have devised together (Beer, 1997).

### 2.3 Purposes of Performance Appraisal

There are potentially many reasons for undertaking performance appraisal. (Edmonstone, 1996). In his article “Appraising the state of performance appraisal” presented the following list.

- Improvement in the communication between boss and subordinate through the use of feedback between them;
- Identification of the scope for performance improvement and the means to achieve this;
- Identification of individual training and development needs;
- Identification of the potential of individuals for future promotion, or for retention or termination – all for succession planning purposes;
- As the basis for remuneration and reward, on the basis of performance;
- As a powerful means of managerial control, through the setting of objectives in a hierarchical fashion and a review of success or failure in achieving these.

Ikramullah, Shah, Faqir, Hassan, & Zaman (2012) on the other hand, argued that PASs are being used for purpose of administrative decisions relating to (salary, promotion, retention or termination, layoff) and developmental decisions like (training of employees, furnishing appraise with regular performance feedback, employees” transfers, determining employees strengths and weaknesses).
Likewise, Cleveland Murphy, and Williams (1989, 2012) identified the following four purposes of PAS:

- Between employees (setting pay package, promotion to higher grades, termination from service, identifying the poor performer).
- System maintenance (helps in evaluation of personnel system, organizational goal attainment, organizational needs for training and developmental needs of organization).
- Documentation (documenting personnel actions and having record in case of legal proceedings).

Ikramullah, et al (2012) have affirmed that when PAS is perceived as purposeless function, then it loses worth in an organization and termed as vague activity. The system users (i.e. appraiser and appraises) deem the system as a formality of appraisal form filling, which has no serious implications for their development and rewards. Thus, in PAS of an organization appraisal ratings must be linked with HR decisions, so that users perceive that the system has some utility and it is not a useless ritual of form filling.

2.4 Criteria of Performance Appraisal

The criterion or criteria that management choose to evaluate, when appraising employee performance, will have a major influence on what employees do. Generally, content to be appraised is determined on the basis of job analysis. Content to be appraised may be in the form of contribution to organizational objectives (measures) like production, costs savings, return on capital, (Rao & Rao, 2004). In this regard, Mathis and Jackson (1997:341) and Robbins (1998: 1204- 05), Have classified the criteria for evaluating job performances into as trait-based, behavioral based, or results based as shown below.

i. **Individual task outcomes**: measure job-related results like amount of deposits mobilized number of customers served, number of new accounts opened, volume of transactions posted, number of tickets produced, etc.

ii. **Behaviors**: measure observable physical actions and movements. In many cases, it is difficult to identify specific outcomes that can be directly attributable to an employee’s actions. This is particularly true of personnel in staff positions and individuals whose work assignments are intrinsically part of a group effort. In the latter case, the group’s performance may be readily evaluated, but the contribution of each group member may be difficult or impossible to identify clearly. In such instances, it is not unusual for management to evaluate the employee’s behavior. Thus a bank clerk may be evaluated on
the basis of such behaviors as the quality of his/her customer services, his/her manner of communication with colleagues and customers, etc.

iii. **Traits**: Trait based criterion identifies a subjective Character trait such as “pleasant personality”, “initiative,” or “creativity” and has little to do with the specific job. Such traits tend to be ambiguous, and courts have held that evaluation based on traits such as “adaptability” and “general demeanor” is too vague to use as the basis for performance-based HR-decisions.

If the criteria used focus solely on activities rather than output (results), or on personality traits rather than performance, the evaluation may not be well received (Pan and Li, 2006) and (Ivancevich, 2004).

Generally, criteria are relevant when they measure employees on the most important aspects of their jobs. Mathis and Jackson (1997:341) again supplemented that jobs usually include many duties and tasks, and so measuring performance usually requires more than one dimension. If the performance criteria leave out some important job duties, they are deficient. If some irrelevant criteria are included in the criteria, the criteria are said to be contaminated. Managers use deficient or contaminated criteria for measuring performance much more than they should.

### 2.5 Benefits of Performance Appraisal

If undertaken properly, performance appraisal benefits both the employees and the organization a lot. For employees, it gives a chance to see their performance with others’ point of view. It also results in position promotion and salary increment. It enables the organization to identify the actual skill gap of the individual being appraised and helps device proper training and development program and coaching service. Performance appraisals also give employees and managers a useful tool to aid in employee development and employee control. Performance appraisal has the following major benefits (Reza, 1997):

**Motivation and Satisfaction**

Performance appraisal can have a profound effect on levels of employee motivation and satisfaction - for better as well as for worse. Performance appraisal provides employees with recognition for their work efforts. The power of social recognition as an incentive has been long noted.
1. Training and Development

Performance appraisal offers an excellent opportunity - perhaps the best that will ever occur - for a supervisor and subordinate to recognize and agree upon individual training and development needs. From the point of view of the organization as a whole, consolidated appraisal data can form a picture of the overall demand for training. This data may be analyzed by variables such as sex, department, etc.

3. Recruitment and Induction

Appraisal data can be used to monitor the success of the organization's recruitment and induction practices. By following the yearly data related to new hires (and given sufficient numbers on which to base the analysis) it is possible to assess whether the general quality of the workforce is improving, staying steady, or declining.

4. Employee evaluation and control

Though often understated or even denied, evaluation is a legitimate and major objective of performance appraisal. But the need to evaluate or to judge is also an ongoing source of tension, since evaluative and developmental priorities appear to frequently clash. Yet at its most basic level, performance appraisal is the process of examining and evaluating the performance of an individual. On the other hand, Armstrong (2009) has classified benefits of conducting performance appraisal in to three levels depending on the parties enjoying benefits of the system. These parties are the organization, the supervisor and the subordinate employee whose performance is to be appraised.

2.6 Methods of Performance Appraisal

Organizations currently use several methods to appraise performance. Jafari, Bourouni, & Amiri (2009) have stated that there are three existent approaches for measuring performance appraisal. These are (1) absolute standards (2) relative standards and (3) objectives.

2.6.1 Absolute Standards

In the absolute standards, as performance appraisal approach, the employees are compared to a standard, and their evaluation is independent of any other employee in a work group (Dessler, Human Resource Management, 2009). Included in this group are the following methods:

a) The essay appraisal: It is the simplest evaluating method in which evaluator writes an explanation about employee’s strong and weak points, previous performance, positional and
suggestion for his (her) improvement at the end of evaluation term. This kind of evaluations usually includes some parts of other systems to cause their flexibility. This method often combines with other methods. In essay appraisal, we attempt to focus on behaviors (Mondy, Human Resource Management, 2008).

b) **The critical incident appraisal:** It focuses on key factors which make difference in performing a job efficiently. This method is more credible because it is more related to job and based on individual’s performance than characteristics. The necessity of this system is to try to measure individuals’ performance in term of incidents and special episodes which take place in job performance. These incidents are known as critical incident. In this method, the manager writes down the positive and negative individuals’ performance behavior in evaluation term (Mondy, Human Resource Management, 2008).

c) **The checklist:** In this method, the evaluator has a list of situations and statements and compares it with employees. The checklist is a presentation of employee’s characteristics and performance. The results can be quantitative and give weight to characteristics. Answers of checklist are often “Yes” or “No” (Decenzo & Robbins, 1999).

d) **The graphic rating scale:** This is the most commonly used method of performance appraisal because they are less time-consuming to develop and administer and allow for quantitative analysis and comparison. It is a scale that lists some characteristics and range of performance of each individual. Therefore, employees are ranked by determining a score which shows their performance level. The utility of this technique can be enhanced by using it in conjunction with the essay appraisal technique (Mondy, Human Resource Management, 2008).

e) **Forced choice:** This method evolved after a great deal of research conducted for the military services during World War II. It is a method in which the evaluator should rank individual work behavior between two or more states. Each state may be favorable or unfavorable. The activity of evaluator is to determine which state has an explanation of employee (Mondy, Human Resource Management, 2008).

f) **Behaviorally anchored rating scales (BARS):** This method replaces traditional numerical anchors tools with behavioral prototypes of real work behaviors. BARS let the evaluator to rank employees based on observable behavioral dimensions. The elements of this method are result of combination of major elements of critical incident and adjective rating scale appraisal methods (Wiese, 2000).
2.6.2 Relative Standards
In this category, individuals are compared against other individuals. These methods are relative standards rather than absolute measuring device. The most popular of the relative method are group order ranking, individual ranking and paired comparison.

a) **Group order ranking:** In this method, employees are placed into a particular classification, such as “top one-fifth”. For example, if a rater has 20 employees, only 4 can be in the top fifth and 4 must be relegated to the bottom fifth (Decenzo, 200).

b) **Individual ranking:** In this type of appraisal, individuals are ranked from highest to lowest. It is assumed that the difference between the first and second employee is equal to difference between 21st and 22nd employee. In this method, the manager compares each person with others than work standards (Dessler, 2000).

c) **Paired comparison:** In this method, employees are compared with all others in pairs. The number of comparison is followed as (N. (N-1))/2 in which shows the number of employees. After doing all comparisons, the best person is determined for each characteristic (Monday, 2008).

2.6.3 Objectives
This approach to appraisal makes use of objectives. Employees are evaluated on how well they accomplished a specific set of objectives that have been determined to be critical in the successful completion of their job. This approach is frequently referred to as Management by Objectives (MBO). Management by objectives is a process that converts organizational objectives in to individual objectives. It consists of four steps: goal setting, action planning, self-control and periodic reviews (Ingham, 1998).

2.7 Who is to Conduct PA?
PA is the most significant activity of an organization. If the right persons are not assigned to process PA activities, then the strategic objectives of organization is seriously affected. By tradition, a manager’s authority typically has included appraising subordinates’ performance. The logic behind this tradition seems to be that since managers are held responsible for their subordinates’ performance, it only makes sense that these managers do the evaluating of that performance. However, others may actually be able to do the job better (Robbins & Stephen, 1998). Among these are:

i. **Immediate supervisor:** Traditional rating of employees by supervisors is based on the assumption that the immediate supervisor is the person most qualified to evaluate the
employee’s performance realistically, objectively, and fairly. The unity of command notion - the idea that every subordinate should have only one boss – underlies this approach. The advantage to this source of appraisal is that supervisors are responsible for managing their subordinates and they have the opportunity to observe, direct and control their subordinates continuously. Moreover, supervisors are accountable for the successful performance of their subordinates (Robbins & Stephen, 1998).

ii. **Peers**: Peer evaluations are one of the most reliable sources of appraisal data. First, peers are close to the action. Daily interactions provide them with a comprehensive view of an employee’s job performance. Second, using peers as raters results in a number of independent judgments. A boss can offer only a single evaluation, but peers can provide multiple appraisal. And average of several ratings is often more reliable than a single evaluation. On the downside, peer evaluations can suffer from coworkers’ unwillingness to evaluate one another and from friendship-based biases. Moreover, peer appraisal may be reliable if the work group is stable over a reasonably long period of time and performs tasks that require interaction (Robbins & Stephen, 1998).

iii. **Self-appraisal**: As part of the overall process, employee self-appraisals should be encouraged (Goff and Longenecker, 1990). This helps the employee to be less defensive and passive in the appraisal review. Self-appraisals can lead to self-improvement. The employee’s self-appraisal can also be helpful for the supervisor in opening a communication link and allowing for comparison of performance results. The supervisor helpful insight on how the employee views his/her performance. Generally speaking people will be at least as tough on themselves as the formal rater. However, they suffer from overinflated assessment and self-serving bias. Thus, because of these serious drawbacks, self-appraisals are probably better suited to developmental uses than evaluative (Robbins & Stephen, 1998).

iv. **Immediate subordinates**: The concept of having supervisors and managers rated by employees or group members is being used in a number of organizations today. A prime example of this type of rating takes place in colleges and universities where students evaluate the performance of professors in the classroom. There are three primary advantages to this source of appraisal. First, in situations where manager-employee relationships are critical, employee ratings can be quite useful in identifying competent managers. Second, this type of rating program can help make the manager more responsive to employees, though this advantage can quickly become a disadvantage if it leads the manager to try to be “nice” rather
than to try to manage. Finally, it can be the basis for coaching as part of a career development effort for the managers. The hope is that the feedback will assist their managerial development.

A major disadvantage to appraisal by subordinates is the negative reaction many superiors have to being evaluated by employees. The “proper” nature of manager/employee relations may be too great for employees to give realistic ratings. In addition, employees may resist rating their bosses because they do not perceive it as part of their jobs. If this situation exists workers may rate the manager only on the way the manger treats them and not on critical job requirements (Robbins & Stephen, 1998).

Multi source rating (Comprehensive or 360o rating): Multi source feedback recognizes that the manager is no longer the sole source of performance appraisal information. Instead, feedback from various colleagues and constituencies is obtained and given to the manager, thus allowing the manager to help shape the feedback from all sources. The manager remains a focal point both to receive the feedback initially and to engage in appropriate follow-up, even in a 360osystem. Thus, the manager’s perception of an employee’s performance is still an important part of the process (Bozeman, 1997). Bozeman asserts that this source of appraisal has the following advantages and drawbacks.

Multi-rater evaluation provides an integrated assessment of individual performance that maximizes the strengths and minimizes the weaknesses of individual ratings, a fuller conceptualization and measurement of the job performance domain, an improved legal defensibility over single-source ratings, and an increased use of performance feedback for individual improvement and development. Multi-rater evaluation also is an attractive prospect to individual rates in that rates tend to perceive multi-rater evaluation as a fairer and more acceptable method of performance appraisal than traditional single-source evaluation.

Despite the purported benefits of multi-source performance appraisal cited above, the following drawbacks could be noted: different rater groups (e.g. supervisors, subordinates) frequently do not agree concerning an individual’s job performance. Based on traditional conceptions of reliability and validity, low inter-rater agreement indicates unreliability and, therefore, invalidity. Accordingly, the validity of multi-source performance appraisal has been questioned. On the other hand, Mathis and (Jackson1997: 347). Affirmed that
performance appraisal can be done by anyone who is familiar with the performance of individual being appraised. They presented the following list as possible options.

- Supervisors who rate their employees
- Employee who rate their supervisors
- Team members who rate each other
- Outsider sources
- Employee self-appraisals
- Multi-score (360o) appraisal

2.8 Challenges of Performance Appraisal

Problems related to performance appraisal can be of three general types. These are: human errors, problems of criteria, and problems of confidentiality (Saiyadain, 1999).

1. Human errors (rating biases)

Human errors are not called so because they just happen and supervisors may know about them nor have much control over them. To the degree that the following human factors are prevalent, an employee’s evaluation is likely to be distorted:

1.1 Single Criterion

A typical employee’s job is made up of a number of tasks. Where employees are evaluated on a single job criterion, and where successful performance on the job requires good performance on a number of criteria, employees will emphasize the single criterion to the exclusion of other job-relevant factors (Saiyadain, 1999).

1.2 Strictness or Leniency

Some supervisors tend to rate all their subordinates consistently low or high. These are referred to as strictness and leniency errors. The strict rater gives ratings lower than the subordinate deserves. This strictness error penalizes superior subordinates. The lenient rater tends to give higher ratings than the subordinate deserves. Just as the strictness error punishes exceptional subordinates, so does the leniency error (Lunenburg, 2012).

1.3 Halo Error

This is the tendency for an evaluator to let the assessment of an individual on one trait influence his or her evaluation of that person on other traits. A person may be good in one trait but is generally rated as overall good. Halo effect takes place when traits are not clearly defined and are unfamiliar. For example, the supervisor likes Tom because he is so cooperative. The halo effect leads Tom’s supervisor to automatically rate him high on all appraisal dimensions. The result is that subordinates
are rated consistently high, medium, or low on all performance appraisal dimensions (Saiyadain, 1999).

1.4 Central Tendency Errors
Some raters follow play safe policy in rating by rating employees around the middle point of the rating scale and they avoid rating at both the extremes of the scale. They follow play safe policy because of answerability to management or lack of knowledge about the job and/or the employee rated or the appraisers’ lack of interest in their job (Rao & Rao, 2004).

1.5 Recency of Events
Ideally, performance appraisals should be based on data collected about a subordinate’s performance over an entire evaluation period (usually six months to a year). However, as is often the case, the supervisor is likely to consider recent performance more strongly than performance behaviors that occurred earlier. This is called the regency of events error. Failure to include all performance behaviors in the performance appraisal of a subordinate can bias the ratings (Lunenburg, 2012).

1.6 Similarity Error
This occurs when appraisers rate other people giving special consideration to those qualities they perceive in themselves. The similarity between the rater and rate may take one or more of the following forms: demographic similarity, affective similarity, perceived similarity & mutual liking (Schraeder & Simpson, 2006).

Another very common critic is the performance rating suffer from many biases like age, ethnicity, gender, physical appearance, attitudes and values, in-group/out-group, personal like/dislike and so on (Cook Mark, 1995, as cited in Toppo and Prusty, 2012).

2 Problems of Criteria
Appraisal has to be against certain criteria. If a discrepancy between expected and actual performance is pointed out, the question is whether the expected was fully defined and communicated to the employee. In the absence of such an attempt, the appraisal reports can be questioned. The issue basically refers to job description. It is true that jobs can be clearly defined at the lower levels in the organizational hierarchy. However, as one goes up, it becomes more and more difficult to clearly specify the tasks one is supposed to perform (Saiyadain, 1999).

3 Problems of confidentiality
One important issue in performance appraisal has to do with sharing or keeping secret the ratings on various items of appraisal report. While many organizations have a system of selective feedback to the employee, the general policy is not to share the total report with the employee. There are many reasons for this. First, each employee expects rewards if the report is better than average, which may not be administratively possible. Secondly, very often supervisors pass the challenge to top management by saying that while they did give good ratings to the employee; top management did not take that into consideration. Thirdly, giving rewards is not the only objective of appraising employees. Given these reasons, it is emphasized that supervisory ratings of employees should be kept confidential. On the other hand, it is claimed that since there will always be differences between the supervisor and employee’s perception of the subordinate’s job performance, perhaps the employee should fully be aware of how he/she has been rated (Saiyadain, 1999).

2.9 Guidelines for a Successful Performance Appraisal System

Researchers have studied the performance appraisal process with the goal of determining the components of a successful performance appraisal system. For instance, Longenecker and Fink, (1999) found that a successful performance appraisal system could be divided into three critical components: systems design, managerial practice, and appraisal system support, with each component containing several factors.

The systems design component requires a clearly defined purpose for conducting performance appraisal. All employees must understand why performance appraisal is being conducted and the specific goals for it. The specific goals will allow the managers to select performance criteria that will support the organization’s objectives and increase the motivation of the managers to carry out the appraisals properly. A second factor of effective systems design is to have the input of managers and employees in the design, development, and choice of criteria used in the appraisal. This promotes acceptance and ownership of the system by the employees which then increases the effectiveness of the system. Without this involvement, the appraisal system risks losing the support and credibility of the users of the system and can short-circuit their sense of ownership of the system. Roberts (2003) noted that employee involvement is a useful tool for increasing job-related autonomy, which is a prerequisite for employee growth. Roberts also points out that employee participation gives employees voice in the appraisal process which gives the employee the opportunity to refute performance ratings, documentation, or verbal feedback with which they disagree. If employees are convinced the appraisal process is fair, they are more likely to acknowledge their performance ratings, including unfavorable ones.
The third factor addresses the importance of user-friendly and easy-to-understand appraisal procedures and forms. The performance criteria, rating procedures, and feedback should be relevant and meaningful for both supervisors and their employees. The forms should facilitate communication between the supervisors and the employees concerning behaviors, work processes, and opportunities to improve. The final factor within an effective systems design is an understanding by both supervisors and their employees of the appraisal process and their roles in it. This requires that they have training and education (Longenecker and Fink, 1999).

The second factor is supervisors must provide ongoing, informal feedback to their employees throughout the course of the appraisal cycle so that there are no surprises when the formal appraisal takes place. Using frequent, informal feedback allows minor issues to be addressed promptly rather than growing into more serious ones over the passage of time. The final factor within the managerial systems practices component is supervisors must be motivated to carry out effective appraisals. This is best accomplished when the supervisors themselves are given effective appraisals by their manager because it sets a good example of how appraisal should be done and it indicates the importance of appraisal in the organization. The third and final component of an effective performance appraisal system describes organizational support of the appraisal system (Longenecker & Fink, 1999).

The first factor is performance ratings must be linked to organizational rewards. Greater rewards should be linked to superior job performance because this increases the motivation of the employees to perform. If this link is absent, employees will tend to perform only to minimum standards. A second factor is appraisal systems must be supported and demonstrated by the top administration. This can be accomplished by administrators giving effective appraisals themselves, and by supervisors and employees communicating about appraisal through memos, organizational newsletters, and testimonials. A final factor is appraisal systems need continuing systems review and changes/improvements to ensure that procedures are being followed correctly and are effective. This could be accomplished by measuring the acceptance and trust of the system by the employees, comparing the relationship between performance and rewards, and reviewing the consistency of implementation of policies and procedures across all departments and locations.

2.10. Empirical review of studies on performance appraisal
Since performance appraisal systems will allow communicating strategies, goals and vision, employees should experience higher levels of commitment to organizational goals and, therefore, become more affectively committed to their organization. There are main critical consequences of performance appraisal in organizations. Different research papers quoting scholars: the five benefit areas of an efficacious performance appraisal system include: determines pay; explains and communicates pay decisions, provides the subordinate with development information and support, fosters mutual task definition and planning of future work goals, documents and recognizes subordinate is performance and allows the subordinate to provide feedback about feelings, supervision and definition of work (Bernardin & Beatty, 1984; Landy & Farr, 1983; Latham & Wexley, 1981; Lawler, Mohrman, & Resnick, 1984; Murphy & Cleveland, 1995) ascited by Walsh (2003, p. 23).

Different studies have suggested that performance appraisal system fails to communicate the feedback to employees on time, employees are not clear about the purpose of performance appraisal, the timing of performance appraisal and employees have no the opportunities of learning around their work place specifically like: in sharing of information for improvement and employees’ participation in making suggestions; respondents replied negatively (Eniye Dargie, 2007, p. 52 & Desalegn Amlaku, 2010, p. 73). The philosophy of performance management emphasizes the importance of employees planning how they are going to achieve their objectives, and then obtaining feedback data themselves. The rapid development of management information systems in recent years has increased the capacity to provide quantitative and timely feedback.

From those prior studies, arguably we can define that there are four activities in the performance appraisal cycle in organizations, namely, defining the performance, measuring and evaluating the Performance, giving feedback to the employee, and applying the results in the different organizational system as noted by Warokka et al., (2012, p. 7). By using this performance appraisal method, an organization can evaluate the level of performance of an employee and keep the record of their performance achievement as well. Meanwhile, one important function of performance appraisals is to encourage, guide, and improve employee performance. To be effective, the performance appraisal must be relevant and the measurement standards must be clear. Relevance refers to the degree to which the performance measurement includes necessary information; that is, information that indicates the level or merit of a person’s job performance. To be relevant, the appraisal must include all the pertinent criteria for evaluating performance and exclude criteria that are irrelevant to job performance.
In addition, the research findings indicate that the management’s contribution for employees’ job performance is low; this is mainly associated with absence of identified mentors and coaches, low gap filling roles of performance managers and absence of autonomy in doing jobs enterprises and finally, performance planning is much weaker in the public enterprise in comparison to the privatized Mathias Nigatu, (2011, p. 58).

Despite the widespread use of the aforementioned methods, there are dissatisfactions and problems with the feedback systems associated with single source performance appraisal (Gurbuz &amp; Dikmenli, 2007) cited by (Boachie-Mensah &amp; Awini, 2012, p. 76). In response to the concerns raised, considerable emphasis has been placed on developing multisource feedback systems. It is useful to implement a variety of the appraisal methods simultaneously in an organization to a wide range of job-performance information for effective decision-making.

The current studies emphasized that the performance appraisal practices have not defined criteria and are not engaging with the participations of all employees and, accordingly, organizations are did not want to adopt best practices of performance appraisal would manifests differently from institution to institution. For instance, raters and the performance appraisal system itself are the major sources of problems in the appraisal process. In this respect, employees’ contribution towards the problem is relatively low Zelalem Bayisa (2007, p. 58). As he used questionnaires designed using Likert scale and the open ended questions shown that a performance appraisal is done simply to fulfill formalities, and hence no subsequent action is taken after the evaluation is over. Moreover, respondents argued that there is not timely feedback, lack of transparency; inconsistency, inaccuracy, and subjectivity of the rating were identified to be the major sources of problems Zelalem Bayisa (2007, p. 59). This is supported by Chemeda Diriba (2012, p. 112) and (Bernardin &amp; Beatty,1984) suggested that employee reactions to performance appraisal systems are usually better indicators of the overall viability of a system than the more narrow psychometric indices such as leniency and halo.

In other words, performance appraisal system has many or multidimensional problems in Ethiopian institutions context; there is no written policy about the performance appraisal system and the objective of performance appraisal, there is no standard set to which the performance appraisal result is to be compared with it. Again there is no training given for both appraisers and apprises about how to conduct performance appraisal and its objective. This is supported by the findings of (Eniye Dargie, 2007, p. 53, &amp; Chemeda Diriba, 2012, p. 113 &amp; Nigatu Teshome, 2007, p. 38 &amp; Mohammed Saeed, 2011,p. 40).
2.11. Conceptual framework of the study

Source: Based on (Noe et al 2008)
CHAPTER THREE:
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Research approach and Design
This study applied a mixed research approach (a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches) and descriptive research design as it sets out to describe performance appraisal practice and challenges based on the data collected from non–managerial and managerial employees working in different branches of the organization.

3.2 Data Collection Methods
Data are the basic in order to conduct meaningful research. In this research both primary and secondary data were collected. Secondary data were collected from official statistical sources, books, annual report of the bank, journals, web sites, research findings of various scholars on the topic under investigation, and other publications whereas primary data were gathered using questionnaire. The questionnaire included both close and open ended questions i.e. close ended questions with pre-determined scale for response and open ended questions that give respondents more freedom to express their perception. Moreover, qualitative data were gathered via interview.

3.3 Research respondents
The participants of the study were employees of commercial bank of Ethiopian working in different branches located in Addis Ababa North District City Branches. The respondent were selected on the basis of a criterion which demand at least three years of service in the Bank which is believed to give them enough exposure about the performance appraisal practice of the Bank.

3.4 Sample Size and Sampling technique
The target populations of this research were permanent employees of Commercial Bank of Ethiopia in the North Addis Ababa District City Branch Area who are permanent employees. Currently, there are a total of 192 employees who are working in the bank. The type of sampling technique selected for this research is stratified random sampling technique, which divides the population in to “strata”; then choose a simple random sample from each stratum and then combine them in to the overall sample. Accordingly, the clerks were grouped as one stratum and then samples were randomly chosen from each stratum and combine them into the overall sample.

Yemane (1967) provides a simplified formula to calculate sample size. Accordingly, the required sample size at a 95 % confidence level with a degree of variability (the more homogenous a
population the smallest sample size required to be, to obtain a given level of precision). Values are
calculated according to Yamane’s formula the uppermost pair is for 5%, middle one for 8% and the
lower one for 10% level of significance. For this study the level of precision equal to 5% is used to
obtain a required sample that represents a true population.

\[ n = \frac{N}{1+N(e^2)} \]

Where \( n \) = Sample size
\( N \) = Population Size
\( e \) = Level of precision considered as (5%)

\[ n = \frac{192}{1+192(0.05^2)} = 130 \]

Table 3. 1umber of sample size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Banks</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tikur Anbessa</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilahun Abay</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arada</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addis Ababa</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahteme Gandi</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Method of Data Analysis

Data collection from respondents were analyzed and interpreted so as to arrive at meaningful
finding. SPSS Version 20 was used to process the data gathered through questionnaire. After
proper editing, data were coded; entered to the software and then made ready for analysis. Data
analysis is the process of cleaning, cleaning, transforming and modeling data to discover useful
information for business decision making. The purpose of data analysis is to extract useful
information from data and taking the decision based upon the data analysis. Accordingly, the
method of data analysis selected for this study was descriptive analysis method, which makes
analyses of complete data or a sample of summarized numerical data. This method shows mean
and deviation for continuous data whereas percentage and frequency for categorized data. The
data were displayed using table, bar chart and pie chart. Moreover, qualitative data gathered via
interview were analyzed via thematic analysis.

3.5 Reliability and Validity Test

Reliability refers to the degree to which the data collection tools or analysis procedures will
yield consistent findings (Saunders, lewis & Thornhill, 2009). Reliability analysis measures the
internal consistency of a group of items which is used in questionnaire construction. Reliability analysis examines the homogeneity or cohesion of the items that comprise each scale. Cronbach’s alpha coefficient is the most frequently used index of reliability. Cronbach’s alpha coefficient is the most common way to assess reliability a value of Cronbach’s alpha coefficient above 0.70 is regarded as acceptable (Saunders, lewis & Thornhill, 2009). For this study the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was 0.826 which implied that the data were reliable.

Table 3. 2 Reliability test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliability Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach's Alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N of Items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.826</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Validity**-Refers to the extent to which the concept one wishes to measure is actually being measured by a particular scale or index. According to Kothari (2004), validity aims at establishing the results which are linked with the condition. It is concerned with the extent to which the scale accurately represents the construct of interest. So the validity of questions prepared for primary data collection for this research objective will be checked.

### 3.6 Ethical Issues

It could not be ethical to access some confidential documents of the organization. Therefore, the organization’s code of ethics will be taken in to account without significantly compromising findings of the study. Also it may not be ethical to ask employees to answer questionnaires while they are at their work responsibility. Hence, enough time was given to respondents so that they can either take the questionnaire to their home or use their break time. Moreover, the confidentiality of the respondents was maintained in that their names and other personal information were not mentioned or disclosed in any part of the study.
CHAPTER FOUR
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This chapter deals with the analysis and interpretation of data collected through questionnaire and interview taken from employees of the bank. Questionnaires were distributed to 130 employees and out of these 117 (90% response rate) were returned and used for further analysis. The data collected through questionnaire and interview is analyzed using descriptive and thematic analysis. The outputs of the data were presented using tables in order to make the topic more understandable.

4.1 Demographic Characteristics of Respondents

In this part, the personal profile of respondents is presented. This includes gender, age, total banking experience, current work experience, educational qualification, field of specialization, and job position of (respondents) employees of the bank in accordance with the department they are working in.

Table 4.1 Demographic characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Below 25</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26-35</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36-45</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification</td>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor Degree</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masters and Above</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>54.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>2-5 Years (&lt; 5 years)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5-10 Years</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above 10 Years</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current position</td>
<td>Control manager</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Banking business Officer</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Banking Operation Officer</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own survey 2020

Table 4.1 presented the biographic characteristics of survey respondents. Out of the total of 117 respondents who participated in this study, 63.2% of them were males and 38.3% them were females.
and most of the respondents were in the age categories between 26 and 35 which is 74.4%, while the rest 13.6% and 12% of the respondents are in the age categories between 36 and 45, and below 25. In the case of qualification, majority (63.2%) of the respondents were Bachelor degree holders, 23.1% of the respondents have Diploma and the rest 13.7% of them have Master degree. 54.3% of the respondents were married and 43.7% of the respondents were single. This shows that majority of the respondents had sufficient experience in taking responsibility and managing different tasks in time.

As far as the experience of survey respondents is concerned, the majority (40.2%) of the respondents have served 5 to 10 years followed by 34.2% of the respondents who have served 2 to 5 years. The rest of the respondents (25.6%) have served above 10 years. Most of the respondents (73.5%) were in the Banking Operation Officer position and 23.9% of the respondents were Banking Business Officer while the rest 2.6% of them were control manager position.

4.2 The Nature of Bank performance Appraisal Practice system

Table 4.2 Term of evaluation (performance appraisal)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term of evaluation</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Every month</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Every 3 month</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Every 4 month</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own survey 2020

Table 4.2 shows the duration of performance appraisal in the bank. The majority (55.6%) employees said that performance is every 3 months while 32.4% and 12% of the employees said performance evaluation is every four month and every one month respectively. Based on the data, one can infer that employees were evaluated every 3 months. As per the interview discussed with HR managers the duration of performance appraisal in every 3 month as HR policy document dictates in line with the majority employees respond.
**Who Conducts PA?**

PA is the most significant activity of an organization. If the right persons are not assigned to process PA activities, then the strategic objectives of organization will be seriously affected. By tradition, a manager’s authority typically has included appraising subordinates’ performance. The logic behind this tradition seems to be that since managers are held responsible for their subordinates’ performance, it only makes sense that these managers evaluate their performance (Robbins, 1998:1206-08). Respondents were asked who evaluates their performance and the response is depicted in table 12.

Table 4. 3 Employees’ Response on Who Evaluates their Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluator</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immediate supervisor</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>81.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My subordinate</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own survey 2020

Table 4.2 provides the perception of respondents about performance appraisal raters in the bank. As shown in the above table, the majority of respondents (81.2%) stated that they are being appraised by their immediate supervisors, and this is followed by subordinates (18.8%). To sum up, the majority of employees who are working at Commercial Bank of Ethiopia were evaluated by their immediate supervisor. As discuss as per the interview questions with HR managers the rate of performance of employees are given by their immediate supervisors which in line with the response of the respondents.

Table 4. 4 Employees’ Preference of Who Should Evaluate their Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preferred</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immediate supervisor</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleagues</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My subordinate</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own survey 2020
The table above shows the preference of survey respondents for making appraisal. Out of the total Survey respondents, the vast majority, i.e. 78 respondents (66.7%) preferred to be evaluated by their immediate supervisor while 13.7%, 11.1% and 8.5% of Respondents preferred colleagues, customers and subordinates to evaluate their performance respectively. Based on the above data, it can be concluded that the majority of respondents preferred immediate supervisor for their performance evaluation.

4.2.1 Purpose of Employees Performance Evaluation

There are potentially many reasons for undertaking performance appraisal. Ikramullah et al. (2012), asserted that PA is being used for purpose of administrative decisions relating to (salary, promotion, retention or termination, layoff) and developmental decisions like (training of employees, furnishing appraise with regular performance feedback, employees’ transfers, determining employees strengths and weaknesses). In line with this, the interview discussion conducted with the HR directorate of the Bank indicated that Performance appraisal result is being used for the purpose of salary increment, bonus declaration and promotion.

Table 4. 5 Employees’ Response on the Purpose of performance appraisal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salary increment</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>75.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own survey 2020

Table 4.5 shows employees perception towards the purpose of performance appraisal in the bank. Accordingly, the majority of respondents (75.2%) stated that said the banks performance appraisal results are used for employee promotion, followed by 12.8% of respondents mentioned for making bonus and the rest 12% of respondents for making salary increment. Keeping this in mind the banks performance appraisal practice is not playing a motivating role for it employees.
4.2.2 Purpose of Employees Performance Evaluation in addition Salary increment, Bonus and Promotion

Table 4.6 The purpose of performance appraisal practice of the Bank

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Agreement level</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The appraisal is in support with the aspects of organizational and corporate goals</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The performance appraisal system identifies performance deficiencies and Performance gap.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The Performance appraisal practices of the bank motivate employees of the organization.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The performance appraisal system helps to identify the strength and the weakness of the employee.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own survey 2020

As Table 4.8 demonstrates, 42.7% of the respondents are in disagreement with the idea that they understand the benefit of performance evaluation for the employee and the bank while 41% agreed. 16.2% of them, PA output can be used as salary adjustment (monetary), promotion and recognition for well-done work (non-monetary) or demotion. Keeping this in mind the banks performance appraisal practice is not playing a motivating role for its employees.

According to Grub (2007), the major purpose of performance appraisal is developmental purpose and this could be achieved in due process of identifying the performance deficiencies and performance gap of employees throughout the system of PA. Apparently, 43.6% of the respondents who participated in this study agreed that the banks PA system identifies their performance deficiencies as well as gaps whereas 30.8% of them disagreed and 13.7% are indifferent to the idea. On the other hand, employees show their 70%, of disagreement on performance system of the bank being helpful to identify their strength and weakness. Despite that, 13.6% showed their agreement on the issue. From this, the developmental purpose of PA was not given enough emphasis while implementing the PA activities. Even though, effective performance management was supposed to improve employee loyalty, morale and productivity.
Accordingly the Performance appraisal practices of the bank motivate employees of the organization, 73.5% of the employees were disagree whereas 13.7% were agreement on Performance appraisal practices of the bank motivate employees of the organization while 12.8% of the employees were indifferent. Based on this data, one can infer that PA of the bank did not motivate employees in the organization even if effective PA used to motive employees in the organization.

Table 4. 7 Employees’ Preference for the Purpose of Performance Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salary increment</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own survey 2020

As table 4.5 demonstrates 61.5% of the employees needs the purpose of performance appraisal result are uses for promotion while the rest 24.8% and 13.7% of the employees needs the purpose of performance appraisal result uses for bonus and salary increment. Based on this result one can conclude that the bank performance appraisal result is based on employees need. Form this it is possible to understand that the purpose the Bank uses performance evaluation result for is in line with what employees believe should be used for. It the Bank uses it for another purpose than what employees believe should be used for, employees will be dissatisfied and dissatisfied employees will not perform their activity enthusiastically toward achievement of organizational goal.

4.3 Employee Perception towards Performance Appraisal Practice

For a clear understanding of the analysis part of the study the following five Likert scale measures divided into three categories: strongly agree and agree are called agreement where as strongly disagree and disagree are considered disagreement while Neutral remain as it is.

Table 4. 8 Employee Perception towards Performance Appraisal Practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Agreement level</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 The performance evaluation criteria used to</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>47.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measure my performance are clear.</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Performance appraisal results are objective.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>51.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The performance evaluation form used to evaluate my performance customized based on the characteristics of my job.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The raters who monitor and evaluate employees have adequate knowledge and potential to appraise performance.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Assessments of my performance are consistent, fair &amp; neutral.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Existing performance appraisal system is participatory and satisfactory.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own survey 2020

Table 4.7 presents employee perception towards performance appraisal practice in the bank. Accordingly, 79.5% of the employees perception towards the assessment of their performance being consistent, fair and neutral were disagreement and 13.7%, were agreement the rest remain neutral. In addition to that 47.8% of the employees disagree that they raters who monitor and evaluate employees have adequate knowledge and potential to appraise performance and 13.7% of, agreed despite the fact that 38.5% were indifferent. This indicates that even though the number of indifferent respondents is significant it may indicate that there is still some gap which needs to be figured out.

According to Dessler (2003), PA activities should be objective in a sense that it should be consistent, fair and unbiased. However, if the PA is subjective to the raters or to the rate’s the reverse will come true. 78.7% of the employees were disagreed that PA results (ratings) are objective while 15.4%, agreed on its objectivity thus, the rest were neutral. Majority (65.8%) of the employees were disagreeing that the performance evaluation criteria used to measure my performance are clear while 21.4% of the employees was agree and the rest is neutral. This result indicates still there is a gap to clarify the evaluation criteria of PA for the employees. Even though 77.7% of employees disagreed that the existing PA system in the bank has been or still is participatory and satisfactory 8.5%, agreed
to it. In general terms, PA results are to be said subjective and Employees attitude seems to be dissatisfied and never been participated in the system

4.4. The Existing practice of performance appraisal

Table 4. 9 Existing practice of performance appraisal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.N</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Agreement level</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I have got the opportunity to participate in the design of the performance evaluation form used to measure my performance.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I am given a chance to review my performance ratings.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>47.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I think the performance appraisal process is worthwhile.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>My supervisor frequently provides feedback in a timely manner during the appraisal period.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own survey 2020

Table 4.10 shows the perception of employees towards their participation on designing the banks performance appraisal system. The result reveals that employees have got the opportunity to participate in the design of the performance evaluation form used to measure their performance. 57.3% disagreed to the idea that the other side 22.2% of employees doesn’t show their agreement as well. In addition to this 85.5% of employees disagreed that they are given a chance to review their ratings while 14.5%, agreed towards it and the rest were neutral. From the above Discussion, it can be understood that the bank doesn’t give chance to review their performance rating.

As far as the importance of performance appraisal is concerned, 51.3% of the employees agreed while 20.5% of them were disagreeing on the performance appraisal process are worthwhile and the rest is neutral. In assessing the details of involvement, 78.6% of respondents disagreed that the supervisor frequently provides feedback in a timely manner during the appraisal period while 21.4% of the employees were agreed doing it while others remains neutral.
4.5 Criteria of Performance Appraisal

The criterion or criteria that management choose to evaluate, when appraising employee performance, will have a major influence on what employees do. Mathis and Jackson (1997:341 and Robbins, 1998: 1204-05) affirmed that criteria for evaluating job performances can be classified as trait-based, behavioral based, or results based. The criteria CBE. uses to evaluate performance of subordinates, supervisors and managers are shown below. All the criteria in the appraisal form are of equal weight.

Some of the criteria that used to performance evaluation are job knowledge, efficiency, Duty consciousness, Responsibility/Dependability, Cooperation, Personal integrity, maturity & self-discipline, Adaptability, Communication, Punctuality & Attendance, Effort to improve oneself, Punctuality & Attendance, Health Condition, Neatness & Personal appearance.

Respondents were asked to indicate criteria which they believe should be added to the existing ones and removed from. The following list shows those recommended to be added to the extant criteria suggested by significant number of both managerial and non-managerial employees.

Customer handling, Use of office equipment, Commitment to the work, Team player, Ability to work independently, Faith, passion, Sympathy, Humanity, Event management, Creativity, Confidence, positive relations with colleagues, positive feedback to customers, being visionary toward the economic development of the bank in particular and the country in general.

On the other hand, health condition, neatness and personal appearance, job knowledge and communication are recommended to be removed from the criteria. The reasons they presented are:

1. Health condition, neatness and personal appearance must be used for recruitment purpose rather than performance evaluation. It is not in the control of an individual and affected by several factors such as accident.
2. It alienates people with disability.
3. It is not related to a given job and reduces employees” moral to do the job.
4. There are external factors which affect communication negatively like subordinates” behavior and attitude, ability of manager and degree of maturity is not taken into account when performance is evaluated.
5. Job knowledge should be verified from the very time the employee is employed. It should not be used as a criterion to evaluate performance.
4.6 Challenges of Performance Appraisal in CBE

Problems related to performance appraisal can be of three general types. These are: human errors, problems of criteria, and problems of confidentiality (Saiyadain, 1999:204-207). Saiyadain further listed human errors such as single criterion, strictness or leniency, halo error, central tendency errors, regency of events and similarity error. In line with this, employees of CBE were asked to indicate the challenges they believe are prevalent in CBE. Accordingly, their response is shown in the following table.

Table 4.10 Challenge and problems facing the bank’s performance appraisal system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of rater ability to evaluate employee performance</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>54.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No link between some evaluation criteria and employee job</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rater bias in evaluating performance</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of employee participation in setting performance evaluation</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communicating performance standards and expectations to the employees</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own survey 2020

Table 4.6 indicates the challenges/ problems facing the bank’s performance appraisal system. Accordingly, 54.7%, 17.9%, 12.8% and 6% of the employees Stated that lack of rater ability to evaluate employee performance, no link between some evaluation criteria and employee job, rater bias in evaluating performance and absence of employee participation in setting performance evaluation, lack of communicating performance standards and expectations to the employees, respectively are the main challenges facing performance appraisal system in the bank. Based on the above data it can conclude that major (72.6%) Problem facing the banks' to performance appraisal system was the lack of rater ability to evaluate employee performance and no link between some evaluation criteria and employee job.

An interview discussion made with HR directorate disclosed that lack of focus and carelessness by some branch managers are a challenge. He added that there are instances where the supervisor or manger reports that a certain staff is not able to perform toward expectation and at the same time
rating him/her at an average for fear that he/she might miss the benefit package. This shows rating is carelessly done and is not strict.

Cognizant with this fact the HR directorate was asked if there is any practice of giving awareness creation training on performance evaluation to branch managers. The reply disclosed that there is no practice of delivering training to branch managers and raters pertaining to performance evaluation. This shows the focus CBE management given to performance evaluation.
5.1 Summary

Based on the discussion and data interpretation undertaken in the previous chapter, the following summaries of finding are derived.

- Employees’ performances were evaluated in every 3 months by immediate supervisors. There are few respondents who believe that performance evaluation should be done by colleagues and customers.
- The banks performance appraisal results are used for employee promotion even if some employer need it used for salary increment.
- Problem facing the banks to performance appraisal system was the lack of rater ability to evaluate employee performance and no link between some evaluation criteria and employee job.
- The PA practice of the bank does not motivate employees of the bank and does not give recommendations for well-done work. In other scenario, the PA practice helps employees to spot their performance deficiencies and gaps.
- The PA practice is not helpful to identify their strength and weakness, which shows contradiction of ideas on the result of the practice in to the respondents.
- It was identified that employees don’t have opportunity to participate in designing performance evaluation form. Still there were respondents who said they got an opportunity to participate in designing of performance evaluation form.
- It was found that the criteria used to evaluate employee’s performance are not clear and objective. But, there were meaningful number of employees who said it is objective and clear.
- Employees indicate that there are performance evaluation criteria that should be added to and removed from the current form used by the Bank.
- Most of the employees showed that they didn’t receive performance feedback from their supervisors timely during the appraisal period.
5.2 Conclusion
Performance appraisal has many potential benefits to the organization as well as to the employees. On the other hand, it has many potential drawbacks, so it is helpful to identify performance gaps and deficiencies of employees and minimize that gap. The PA practices of the bank are being implemented twice a year, where employees are well informed about the standards of measurement in the appraisal process, and they were given a chance to review their ratings. However, the practice is currently outdated and the appraisal results were not helpful for factors like recognition for well-done work or motivation, and training, whereas the standards for appraisal are to be said subjective somehow.

It is an immediate supervisor who is responsible to conduct performance evaluation. Employees are given feedback during appraisal period; are allowed to see their result and can appeal to higher officials if they believe their evaluation result is biased and inaccurate. The Bank raters use file of what employees have done during the performance evaluation period and support their performance evaluation with specific events of good and bad performances.

The Bank is using Performance evaluation result for the purpose of salary increment, bonus and promotion. The criteria used to measure performance of employees are objective. But, among the criteria are some which don’t have direct connection with the actual work and vague to understand.

The assessments of employees performance was not consistent, fair & unbiased while some of the employees argued on that. Moreover, PA process does not involve subordinates in goal setting actions even though the PA were linked to organizational as well as corporate goals. In due effect, employees faced challenges such as they are unable to identify their strength and weaknesses throughout the development. Hence, the above conclusions drawn shows how significant the study is.

5.3 Recommendation
In connection with the summary of findings and conclusions drawn above, the following recommendations are provided to address the gaps identified by the study.

✔ Raters potential and capabilities that monitor and evaluate employee’s performance should also be improved and built through several HR skills and training in order to have up-to-date and adequate knowledge on apprising employee and to avoid biasness and unfair judgments that might lead to employee’s dissatisfaction and also reduced work quality. Perhaps, the vague understanding of employees on identifying the performance deficiencies and gaps and
letting them to discover their strength and weakness has to be cleared through the most suitable way of awareness creation.

✓ Performance evaluation criteria should be revised in participation of the employees for they are the actual persons who do the job and evaluated.

✓ Better to use combination of evaluators than solely depend on immediate supervisors

✓ The HR directorate should well communicate employees of performance standards and expectations when they are placed in their respective job positions

✓ The raters or evaluators are expected to give feedbacks after completion of the evaluation process to the rate’s and forward possible suggestions to their performance in which the PA results will be helpful both ways.

✓ To avoid the challenges of subjectivity and standardization in the existing PA system, the standards for evaluation has to be either work (job) related or specifically esteemed for each department.
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Dear survey participants,

This study is conducted in partial fulfillment for the Masters of Business Administration (MBA) in St. Mary's University. It is conducted to assess performance appraisal practice and its challenges in the case of Commercial Bank of Ethiopia North Addis Ababa District City Branch Area. To this end, questionnaire survey is used to collect pertinent data from respondents. The survey has three parts. Part one includes background of survey respondents. Part two consists of questions used to assess performance appraisal practice and part three attempts to measure the performance appraisal challenges in the bank. The survey will take 15 minutes to complete. The information you provided will be used only for academic purposes and hence remain confidential. Thus, you are not required to write your name, address and other personal information. Given the importance of the topic covered in the study, your genuine responses are vital for the success of this study. So, you are kindly requested to fill the questionnaire honestly and responsibly. Thank you in advance for your willingness to participate in this survey by sparing your precious time.

Yordanos Molla

Mobile: 0910610475

E-mail: yordanosmolla1962@gmail.com

General instruction
Instruction: Please put a tick mark (√) in the boxes provided to choose from the options given and whenever appropriate write your answer on the provided. There is no need to write your name and other personal information.

Part I: General profile of survey respondents
1. Gender:  □  Male       □  Female
3. Academic Qualification:
   □  High School Complete  □  Diploma  □  Bachelor Degree  □  Master’s degree & above
4. How many years have you been working in the bank?
   □  2-5 years          □  5-10 years  □  above 10 years
5. In which branch are you working? _______________________
6. What is your current position (job) in the bank? ___________________

Part II: General Information on Performance Evaluation
1. How often is your performance evaluated in a year?
   A)  □  Every month  B)  □  Every 3 months  C)  □  Every 4 months  D)  □  Every 6 months  E)  □  Once a year
2. Who evaluates your performance? (You may tick more than one).
   A)  □  Immediate Supervisor  B)  □  Colleagues  C)  □  My Subordinate  D)  □  Myself  E)  □  Customers  F)  Others (specify)________________
3. In your opinion, who should evaluate employees’ performance?
   A)  □  Immediate Supervisor  B)  □  Colleagues  C)  □  My Subordinate  D)  □  Employees themselves  E)  □  Customers  F)  Others (specify)___________
4. For what purpose(s) is the performance evaluation result being used in the bank? (You may tick more than one).
   A)  □  Salary Increment  B)  □  Bonus  C)  □  Promotion  D)  □  Training & Development  E)  □  Termination  F)  I don’t know  G)  Other (specify)___________
5. For what purpose(s) do you think the evaluation result should be used?
   A)  □  Salary Increment  B)  □  Bonus  C)  □  Promotion  D)  □  Training & Development  E)  □  Termination  F)  Others (specify)___________
6. Which of the following challenge/problem(s) apply to the appraisal systems of the bank? (You may tick more than one if applicable).
   A)  □  Lack of rater ability to evaluate employee performance  B)  □  No link between some evaluation criteria and employee job
   C)  □  Rater bias in evaluating performance  D)  □  Absence of employee participation in setting performance evaluation criteria  E)  □  Lack of communicating performance standards and expectations to the employees
**Part III: Performance Evaluation Practice and Challenges**

Please put a tick mark (√) in front of the statement that indicates your level of agreement in the responses box. Please note that:

5=Strongly Agree___ 4=Agree____ 3=Neutral ____ 2=Disagree____ 1=Strongly Disagree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>STATEMENTS</th>
<th>RESPONSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I understand benefit of Performance evaluation to the employee and the bank.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The performance evaluation criteria used to measure my performance are clear and objective.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I have got the opportunity to participate in the design of the performance evaluation form used to measure my performance.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The performance evaluation form used to evaluate my performance is customized based on the characteristics of my job.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The appraisal is in support with the aspects of organizational and corporate goals</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The performance appraisal system identifies performance deficiencies and performance gap.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The raters who monitors and evaluates employees have adequate knowledge and potential to apprise performance.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I am given a chance to review my performance ratings.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The Performance appraisal practices of the bank motivate employees of the organization.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>The performance appraisal system helps to identify the strength and the weakness of the employee.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>My supervisor frequently provides feedback in a timely manner During the appraisal period.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Existing performance appraisal system is participatory and satisfactory.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Assessments of my performance are consistent, fair &amp; neutral.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Performance appraisal results are objective.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>I think the performance appraisal process is Worthwhile.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you have any suggestions/ comments on the appraisal practices of the bank, please specify.

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your time!
This interview question is aimed to collect information about performance appraisal and challenges of Commercial Bank of Ethiopia. The information shall be used as a primary data to the research I am conducting at St’ Mary’s University for completing my master’s degree in Business Administration (MBA). Therefore, this research is to be evaluated in terms of its contribution to the understanding of the practices and its contribution to future improvements.

I want to assure you that this research is only for academic purpose authorized by the St Mary’s University. No other person will have access to the data collected in any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any information that will make it possible to identify any respondent.

Thank you for your cooperation in advance.

1. Position of the manager

________________________________________________________________________

2. How long have you worked in your current position

________________________________________________________________________

3. What challenges have you faced through the process of performance appraisal practice of the bank?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

4. Are the policies and procedures of PA being implemented well?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

5. Do you think the existing performance appraisal format is up to date and considers current situations?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

6. Do you concur that all the standards for evaluating performance are relevant?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

7. For how frequent do you suggest PA should be implemented?
8. Are the raters in PA practice of the bank subject to biasness? if yes explain